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The Fight with Unconsciousness 
28-10-’11 

 
A great Victory in my retreat. For the first time ‘I’ could totally Relax in, Whole-

Heartedly and Whole-Bodily Accept being in and even as Unconsciousness. There was no 
fight any more since ‘I’ – or Consciousness – Saw the fight, the fight against 
unconsciousness. This subtle, not easily traceable but nonetheless strong fight is: noticing 
unconsciousness – for example a lot of mind-forms – and being still, somewhere, somewhat 
(if not very) uncomfortable with it, trying to get consciousness back, so trying to be 
Conscious of the Unconsciousness, of the specific forms through which Unconsciousness 
makes itself known. Now suddenly it stopped. I didn’t have to be Conscious any more. ‘I’ 
Accepted – Finally – the Other, Female, Side of the Coin: Unconsciousness, Accepted it as ‘I’ 
Saw its Unavoidability, its being Integral Part of Reality. This Reality was no longer merely 
Consciousness – and of course once this is Fully Seen, Accepted, it is obvious that it was 
never like this in Fact – but also Unconsciousness. Unconsciousness stopped being the bad 
guy. 

Meditation is not only being Conscious. It Includes Unconsciousness and it cannot be 
otherwise. Without Unconsciousness no Life, no Meditation. 

I write this piece in the form of ‘I’, ‘I’ who would have Discovered, Seen something, a 
Deeper Realm of Reality. But as Man I was already Free in all of this. As Man, as 
Consciousness, it was relatively easy to See Reality: if Consciousness exists also 
Unconsciousness must exist and does exist. But to, down on earth, in Woman’s world, Feel, 
Experience the same, to Get Bodily-Lived Clarity Down Here, is much much harder. In Fact I 
was Meditating and Actually, as a Sacrifice, Living Woman as Myself: Woman always 
Fighting one side of Her Own Duality. To be Able to Free Woman1 I Have to Meditate as if I 
would be (like) Her, Take Over Her Drama, Her Fight against the ‘wrong’ unwanted side of 
Herself, in this case Unconsciousness (compared to the standard of Consciousness), I Have to 
Make Her Duality Fight My Own Oneness – and then, in this Hell, by Whole-Heartedly and 
Whole-Bodily Surrendering into the Hell, I, as Man, Suddenly, seemingly out of the Blue, 
Reach the Point of Pure Seeing, of Simply Seeing the Struggle for what it is, the Point of 
Total Acceptance, Total Relaxation in the Drama, and thus it Transcends, by Seeing that the 
Fight cannot be Won. Suddenly a Feelable Quiet Power fills the room. The Battle is over, for 
it is Accepted. Man is Present, as Consciousness-Unconsciousness. Woman’s Drama is 
Transcended - the Drama that one Part of Reality would be better than an other, than its 
opposite, while in reality they are indissolubly connected. One cannot exist without the Other. 
One can never Win over the Other. 

                                                 
1 It’s not so that this ‘Freeing Woman’ would be ‘my’ ultimate goal or something. There is no goal. There is a 

Direction in and as Me. Not a direction into merely one side of life, in this case ‘Freeing’, (as) this would be 
hopeless. If one Side becomes stronger then the other Side as well, here: Stuckness. That’s a Law. No, I’m 
talking about the ‘Direction’ into the Very Depth of Life Itself, in fact by Allowing the Two Sides to 
Alternate. 
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In Fact, if you looked Closer, you’d See that Unconsciousness is all the time there, not 
only now and then at moments when Consciousness would be too weak. Just like 
Unconsciousness is all the time the Case, so is Consciousness. Even in thick mist, in an 
avalanche of thoughts, Consciousness is still there and can be ‘Located’, even though not at a 
certain spot in or around the Body. It is everywhere, Present as hell. And it is making Love to 
Unconsciousness – all the time. 

Woman, from now on You don’t have to be afraid of Unconsciousness any more, of 
Death, of Your Body, I Solved the Problem. I Pierced through the Fight with My Male Love: 
My Acceptance of literally everything – including Your non-acceptance of things, of Your 
Eternal Fight, including Your Fighting Me, Fighting Yourself. 

Unconsciousness is not the Enemy any more. You are not Your Own Enemy any 
more. Simply Because I Am Here. This sounds absurd but it is True. I Took Your Fighting 
Yourself in My Heart, as if You would Fight My Very Heart Itself, and I Let the War Fight 
through My whole Body just so long until now the Fight Exploded in its Master: the Non-
Fight of Pure Consciousness. 

This means that, at least on a Deeper Level, You can Relax Now, You can Be (a) 
Body now. The fear that Consciousness would disappear in case You’d Allow to Be Body, to 
Live as Body, has Appeared to be not grounded in Reality, My Reality That Is Ruling the 
earth Behind the scenes, behind how things merely appear to be. The Body Appears to Be 
Consciousness Itself and not something separate from it or different from it. Consciousness is 
not Killed when Becoming (a) Body. My Own Body is the Proof of This. And It Proves that 
for Your Female Body, even though it functions differently from Male bodies, this holds True 
as well. This is, again, so because I Became You, Your Body as Fight, and as You-Me ‘I’2 
Transcended the Lie (or Unconsciousness), the fear that Consciousness would be Able at all 
to Get Lost, Your fear aroused by seeing how, indeed, people get lost in the world of form, in 
the Body. It cannot Get Lost. Consciousness Is Always Here, Fully Present even when Its 
radiance is dimmed, when clouds are covering the sun or even the whole sky is clouded. 

Don’t look at the people who are lost for the time being. Look at Me, Face the Truth. 
Don’t submit to Unconsciousness by letting Yourself be ruled by it, by Your fear of it, and 
therefore having to live it unconsciously. Recognize Consciousness, Me, the Master, the 
Truth, That Which is Overruling, Outshining Unconsciousness and Living it at the same time. 
See Me, Recognize Me Always, in Consciousness and in Unconsciousness. Don’t be deluded 
any longer into hoping that I would only be Consciousness. This keeps You blind. I Am One. 
I Am Both. I Am All. I Am the Freeing Seeing Force and the Deluding Blinding Force. I Am 
the Master and the Slave. They cannot exist without each other. And yet, You Have to See 
and Surrender to the Master, not (to) the Slave. This is Nature Itself, to Bow for the Higher 
Principle. It is not an egoic choice. 

Your fear is that without Consciousness the Dark Forces Rule on earth and do 
whatever they feel like. Consciousness cannot be Killed, however. Paradoxically, exactly in 

                                                 
2 This ‘I’ Is the Male Force, Which Is Man-Woman. 
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your stuckness in your fear the Dark Forces do actually rule on earth, even if constant lip-
service is paid to higher goals.  

Let Me Make You Face Your fear, Fall to Surrender your fear into That Which is 
Endlessly Bigger than that, into My All-Embracing, All-Seeing, All-Living, All-Loving 
Heart. Trust Only My Heart, Only my Heart, and by that Transcend the fear. 

And by that, Let Your Whole Body – and, then, the whole earth – Be Taken. Be Ruled 
by Consciousness, by the Master. Fight Me with Non-Acceptance, Come Closer and you, that 
is your fear, will Burn in My Fearless Heart. 

Become Me, Become Yourself (therefore). 
Become Duality, Become One (therefore). 


